
Three Weird Tricks For 
Managing Data

Ideas from Marmot



First Weird Trick
Add Loading Notes to MARC Records



 Which load profile loaded a particular record?

 When was it loaded?  When was it overlaid?

 Which library did the load?

Add a note to MARC records about how and when they were loaded



 Put a different note in each profile to identify that loader in the records it creates 
or overlays.

 This is the line:
o |995|T|0|0|b|m|0|y|N|0|  |aLoaded with m2btab.sky in this month

 NOTE: That is the only line creating a 995. Do not have another line loading 
incoming 995s.  If you did that you would duplicate them all if one of your 
records were reloaded, such as from an authority vendor.

 That will insert the note “Loaded with m2btab.sky in this month” into the 995 of 
every record it loads.

 You can use a different field if you have stuff in your 995s.

Add a line to each load profile that inserts a note into each record



Now you will get notes like this in your records



 Protect the field
o @ov_protect="b=Vm(995)”

 Now it will create a new note with each overlay.  

 This creates a history of this record.

Protect the note from overlay



Each overlay adds another one because of @ov_protect



 Do a Global Update to fix it on the first of every month.

“In this month” will be wrong next month



On the first day of each month, gather the new records



Global Update to change “this month” to last month’s date



Now they look like this



Eventually a record may look like this



 OCLC puts a code in the 994 field.

 Use a translation map to make it readable.

How to you know who loaded it?



The 994 from OCLC



 994|995|+|0|0|b|m|0|y|N|0|%map="m2bmap.id“

 Take the 994 and create a 995 based on the translation map.

 This replaces the note line for OCLC loaders.

Change the line in the loader to call a translation map



@delimiter=~

@case=true

@stop_on_map=true

|aC0|bCOM~|aExported from Connexion by CMU and loaded with m2btab.b in this month

|aC0|bBV#~|aExported from Connexion by Salida and loaded with m2btab.b in this month

|aC0|bCDF~|aExported from Connexion by FLC Reed and loaded with m2btab.b in this month

|a92|bCOM~|aOCLC offline update by CMU and loaded with m2btab.b in this month

|a92|bBV#~|aOCLC offline update by Salida and loaded with m2btab.b in this month

|a92|bCDF~|aOCLC offline update by FLC Reed and loaded with m2btab.b in this month

.*~|aLoaded with m2btab.b in this month

Here’s the map



 The map includes the name of the loader, so you need a different one for each 
loader that loads OCLC records.

Different maps for each loader



Now the note tells you who did the load



 You can toggle by Field Group in Global Update to see statistics.

Put the 995 in it’s own Field Group



Breakdown in Global Update like this:



Questions about the loading notes process?



Second Weird Trick
Scan Records Directly into a Review File



 What do you do when you have a cart of books you need to put in a review file?

 There’s nothing they have in common except they are on the same truck.

 You want to scan the barcodes to put them directly into a review file.

Load files into a review file with a barcode scanner



Enhanced Mode Create Lists:



Use the ‘in’ operator



Scan the first barcode



Press TAB then SPACE



Scan the next barcode, repeat



YES!

Program your scanner to add the tab and space after each scan

Can I just scan, without using the keyboard?



 A scanner programming guide is attached on the website

 It may not work for all scanners

Scanner programing guide



Print out the guide and scan the barcodes

*Note: this will not work with all scanners – your results may vary



Now you don’t need the keyboard between scans



Delete the empty line at the end, or you will get all the records with an 
empty barcode field



Remember to reset your scanner to defaults when you are done



Questions about scanning directly into a review file?



Third Weird Trick
Analyze Your Data With OpenRefine



 OpenRefine is free data wrangling software.

 Like a spreadsheet or database, but works with existing data.

 Just Google it and download.

 Operates in your browser.

 It will tax the speed of your browser.

 Faster browser actually makes a difference.



 OpenRefine is extremely powerful.

 This is a tiny portion of what you might do with it.

 These particular projects are probably not interesting to you.  

 They may give you an idea of what OpenRefine would allow you to do with your 
own data.

These projects are small examples of what OpenRefine can do



 I found that the most common local field in my system was 902.

 These seemed to be data left over from some ancient project on my system, but 
what are they?  Can I use them?  Can I delete them?

 They seem to be numbers like 071205 and 060630.

 Some other weird notes and things.

Simple OpenRefine project: What is in my 902 fields?



Exported the 902 fields from Sierra into a tab delimited file



Start OpenRefine in a browser



Click Browse… to find the file



Click Next »



Usually the defaults work when creating a project



640,000 rows of data ready to play with



Create a text facet



Sort the facet by count to see most common data







 Dates.  We think they are codes for the date someone did something to these 
records.

 Assuming that’s the case, we can find the newest date.

 We could just sort the 902 column, but what about those multiple fields?  

 We can split them out.

Have you figured out what the numbers are yet?



Split multi-valued cells…



The separator is “;”



Now every 902 is in its own row



Scroll down a couple pages and the most recent is 2009



 Based on the breakdown in OpenRefine we determined these are old data.  
Nobody has added these to our system since December of 2009.

 We decide it is ok to delete them.

Upshot



 Our 001 and 019 are not in the same index, so Headings Reports won’t see 
those duplicates.

 We were thinking about reindexing to fix this, but we didn’t know how big the 
problem was.

Looking for duplicates



SELECT

'b' || vt.record_num || 'a' as Record_num,

vt.marc_tag,

unnest(string_to_array(vt.field_content, '|a')) AS Data

FROM

sierra_view.varfield_view as vt

WHERE

vt.marc_tag = '019'

OR

vt.marc_tag = '001'

ORDER BY

vt.record_num

We used SQL to pull out the 001 and 019 fields into a CSV



 Columns for: Record number, MARC tag, Number, Title

That produced this file



Click Browse… to find the file



Click Next »



Many options for types of files to load:



It sees that we are loading a CSV, so just click Create Project »



Here’s the data, all 1.8 million rows.



You can sort a column



Filter



Create a facet



Here’s a duplicate facet on the ‘data’ column



There are 27,258 dups and 1,783,639 unique in the data column



Duplicate facet and text facet



Facets interact. Select 019, and duplicates facet only counts those dups



Now we have all the dups, in either field



I want to export the record numbers of the duplicates



Select only record_num column



Use Import File function in Create Lists



Now you have a list of dups to clean up



 https://data-lessons.github.io/library-openrefine/

Learn more about OpenRefine



Questions about OpenRefine?


